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CLOSURE NOTICE

Re: XRNnTCI Restaurant 500 - 504 HERTFORD ROAD EN318E

Having reasonable grounds to be satisfied that:
(a)the use of these premises has resulted, or (if the Notice is not issued) is likely soon to result, in nuisance
to members of the public, or
(b) that there has been, or (if the Notice ls not issued) is likely soon to be disorder near those premises
associated with the use of those premises, and
(c) that the Closure Notice is necessary to prevent the nuisance or disorder from continuing, recurriñg or
occurring; and
(d) all appropriate persons / bodies have been consulted; and
(e) reasonable efforts have been made to inform people who live on the premises (habitually or not), and any
person who has control of, or responsibility for, the premises or who has an interest in them, that the Notice is
qoinq to be issued. f)
i, eAA-e t{<gr'.róe'J +nspwtor / Superintendent, Metropolitan Police, hereby authorise the
issue of this Glosure Notice under Part 4, Chapter 3, Section 76 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and

Þrct2014, i n res of the ises specified above
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I',r..Sêr- Dated: t3.o-1. -]

The effect of this Closure Notice is that:

accessing this Premises is hereby PROHIBITED for any persons other than those who habítually
reside in the Premises or the owner of the Premises, or those specifíed below, for a period of up to

ãä48 hours starting at ¡ Time hours, on 
VDate 

and ending at¡(rTime hours, on 4rDate - subject to
the following e*ceptionå,

tsoe ßlo>l ¡1 ló'o-: r S/*"'l /r)

An application for a Closure Order will be made under Part 4, Chapter 3, section 80 of the Anti-Social
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Acl2014 for the closure of the Prem.ises specified above.

To be heard at Highbury Corner Magistrates Court on ..\1r Date at tOo oTime hours, when evidence for the
issue of a Closure Order will be considered. tSJ+f P
A Closure Order under section 80 of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing 4c12014, would have the
effect of closing the premises to all persons for a specified period (not exceeding three months).

A person who without reasonable excuse remains on or enters premises in contravention of a closure notice
commits an offence under section 86 of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, liable on
summary conviction to a maximum of three months'imprisonment and I or an unlimited fine.

A person who without reasonable excuse remains on or enters premises in contravention of a closure order
commits an offence under section 86 of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, liable on
summary conviction to imprisonment not exceeding 51 weeks and / or an unlimited fine.

Advice relating to this Notice and housing and legal matters generally can be obtained from any firm of
solicitors or from the Citizens' Advice Bureau (f el. 03444111444 ). With this notice is a list of additional local
service providers who may be able to assist with further advice.
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Retention period: 7 years
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